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What we hope to learn today
⚫

What is grassroots advocacy?

⚫

How does policy really happen?
⯍
⯍
⯍
⯍
⯍

Roles
Budget session
Non-budget session
Regulations
Elections

⚫

Making your advocacy work

⚫

Caveat – this uses NY as an example. Your state may vary.

How a bill becomes a law
What we learn

What we think

Image description: A piece of paper rolled as a scroll, with a red,
white, and blue pin reading “Bill” waves.
Image description: A very large man in a black suit labeled “Health
Care Lobby” hugs an elephant and a donkey, giving both a large bag
labeled “campaign $”. The man is saying “Who says there’s no
bipartisanship in Washington?”

Can one person make a difference?

“Never doubt that a small group
of thoughtful, committed citizens
can change the world; indeed,
it's the only thing that ever has.”
- Margaret Mead

In 1990, President
George H.W. Bush
and Congress did
not want to pass
the Americans
with Disabilities
Act (ADA).
Thousands gathered
in Washington to
protest
Sixty protesters
ended up crawling
the Capitol stairs
and garnering
attention, shaming
them into acting.
Image description: An 8-year old girl climbs the
steps of the U.S. Capitol while others watch. Photo
credits, AP Photos.

Can I really have an impact?

⚫

Case study – Doris Behan
State official came to her door and she gave him an idea
⚪ He worked with her to develop the idea
⚪ She built support in the community
⚪ Elected official worked with CDPAANYS and others to
refine the idea
⚪ Today, parents of children 21 or over can serve as the
worker in NY’s CDPA program.
⚪

The process
Before we can get anything done
We have to know how

Government

STATE

FEDERAL
President
⚫ Congress
⚫

Governor
⚫ Legislature
⚫

House of
Representatives
⚪ United States Senate
⚪

⚫

⚪

New York Assembly
⯍
⯍

Supreme Court

⚪

New York Senate
⯍
⯍

⚫

150 Members
104 Democrats
63 members
43 Democrats

Court of Appeals

Know your state’s process
⚫

State Constitutions assign who has the power at what time
⚪
⚪

⚫

Who can make the laws related to what you want?
⚪
⚪

⚫

⚫

Different Legislatures meet at different points (annual or biannual?)
Your “ask” has to be made at the right time, or it isn’t relevant.

Who crafts your state budget?
Can policy matters be dealt with in the budget?

Can different parties gain or lose control based on
messaging and public opinion?
Where and when does “the sausage get made?”

NY - A Tale of Two Sessions
Budget Session

⚫

⚫

⚫

Legislative Session

Heavily controlled by the
Governor

⚫

Legislature can tweak;
but power is less

⚫

The bigger the savings,
the more power the
Governor has

⚫

Legislature can have
more power
Governor’s power is
dependent on veto and
ability to control the
message
Negotiating ability
determines who wins

Influencing the Budget Session
⚫

Know the timeline
Governor staff builds the budget from Oct. – mid January
⚪ Budget released mid-late January
⚪ Legislature holds hearings in early February
⚪ Legislature releases “one house” budgets in late February,
early March
⚪ Negotiations begin in earnest
⚪ April 1 – Budget is passed?
⚪

Influencing the Legislative Session

⚫

⚫

⚫

⚫

Typically starts once the budget is passed
Agenda is driven by the Legislature, particularly the
leadership
Policy focused without spending
Often heaviest in the week or two before they
adjourn

Some things remain the same
⚫

“Three men (people) in a room”
In budget or at end of session
⚪ Governor, Speaker of the Assembly, Senate Majority Leader
⚪ Where controversial discussions happen
⚪

⚫

“The Big Ugly”
The compromise bill in budget or end of session
⚪ Has something everyone wants
⚪ Has something (many things?) everyone doesn’t want
⚪ Designed to make controversial ideas pass
⚪

Grassroots Advocacy

The role of a grassroots advocate
⚫

Tips for an effective meeting
Let them know you are a constituent
⚪ Let them know you are part of something bigger
⚪ Your power is your story and lived experience – how will
the policy you are discussing impact you.
⚪ Use your story to make your points.
⚪

⯍

Requiring 3 ADLs means I’ll go without services. I will lose
critical assistance looking professional and cooking meals,
services that let me be a part of my community.

ALWAYS end the meeting with an “ask.”
⚪ SAY THANK YOU!
⚪

Use credible resources
⚫

⚫

⚫

Advocacy groups like CDPAANYS, your personal
agency, or similar organizations fighting for your
issues on the state level
Advocacy groups like Applied Self Direction, Center
for Public Representation, and National ADAPT on
the Federal level
If you can, print one-pagers and “leave behinds”
from these sites.

The role of a grassroots advocate (2)
⚫

What NOT to do in a meeting
⚪

Get angry.

⚪

Dismiss who you are meeting with as “unimportant.”

⚪

Go in uninformed.

⚪

Lie or make things up.

⚪

Ask for things they can’t give you.

After the meeting
⚫

The meeting isn’t over when you leave
⚪

Follow-up on meeting details
🞆🞆
🞆🞆
🞆🞆
🞆🞆

⚪

⚪

Information or questions you didn’t know
New information
Try to create sources of follow-up – it is an opportunity!
Say thank you again!

If they said they were going to do something, follow-up to
make sure they did.
Reach out with new details as time moves on.

Grassroots Advocacy – The long game
⚫
⚫

Advocacy = relationships
After budget or session, schedule a follow-up.
⯍
⯍
⯍

⯍

⯍

⚫

Go over what your ask was
Tell them what happened
If they did what you wanted, thank them (even if the
outcome was bad) and let them know you want to work to
build
If they didn’t do what you wanted, thank them for hearing
you and ask why. Figure out how to work together to
move forward.
Either way, they know you are paying attention, and you
are set up for the next fight.

VOTE!

Grassroots Advocacy – Staying educated
⚫

Stay informed! Sign up to get timely alerts and
information.

https://cdpaanys.org/advocacy-news/votervoice-action-center/
⚫

Use Social Media to follow politicians and organizations,
tag liberally.
⯍

⯍

Twitter - @AppliedSD, @CDPAANYS
• Twitter is a great way to connect directly with your Legislators.
Many maintain their own Twitter feed – for better or worse.

Facebook – www.facebook.com/cdpaanys
• Facebook lets you identify yourself as a constituent for comments
on the member’s website. Take advantage of this to make your
comments stand out.

QUESTIONS?

BRYAN O’MALLEY, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR
BRYAN@CDPAANYS.ORG
CONSUMER DIRECTED PERSONAL ASSISTANCE
ASSOCIATION OF NEW YORK STATE
518-813-9537
WWW.CDPAANYS.ORG

